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Introduction to Senior Report:

       On the following page begins the interpretation of your birth chart. This
interpretation focuses on issues and concerns that people have in their later
years. We tend to respond to astrological influences a bit different as we get
older. With time we gain wisdom, moderation, and constancy that helps us
handle astrological influences differently from the way we did as teenagers and
young adults. This report takes this into account. Also, although many of our
basic concerns are the same throughout our entire lives, there are also
concerns and situations that we are more likely to encounter in different stages
in life. This report focuses on the issues that are most likely to interest you.
Hopefully, this astrological analysis will encourage you to pursue the activities
and interests that will help you follow a path that will be the most fulfilling and
meaningful one for you.

For the benefit of students of astrology, the positions of the
planets at the time of birth and other technical information is
given below:
 
Sun     15 Pis 47               Neptune   7 Lib 50
Moon    28 Ari 43               Pluto     9 Leo 53
Mercury  3 Ari 36               Asc.     11 Sco 09
Venus   23 Pis 54               MC       26 Leo 59
Mars    15 Can 06               2nd cusp  9 Sag 58
Jupiter 26 Lib 30               3rd cusp 17 Cap 05
Saturn  18 Can 07               5th cusp 29 Pis 16
Uranus  13 Gem 30               6th cusp 23 Ari 05

Tropical  Placidus   Standard Time observed
GMT: 23:00:00   Time Zone: 0 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth place: 52 N 13   , 0 E 08  

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction:  7 Deg 00 Min



Opposition :  5 Deg 00 Min
Square     :  5 Deg 00 Min
Trine      :  5 Deg 00 Min
Sextile    :  4 Deg 00 Min
Quincunx   :  3 Deg 00 Min



Ascendant in Scorpio:

       The Scorpio ascendent is indeed a strong willed, determined, intense and
deeply philosophic sign.  You are considered by many to be the detective of
the Universe, studying, researching and investigating all that comes under your
microscope for discernment.  You ask the questions in a penetrating manner
and then you proceed to find your own answers with drive and diligence.  It's
not that you don't trust others it's just that you trust yourself more.  Once you
have acknowledged that someone is your friend, you are loyal and trustworthy
to the end.  If someone betrays that trust, your feelings and emotions will run
deep and it will be difficult to summon the courage to trust that individual again.
 Scorpio natives tend to do well at whatever profession or trade they decided
to embark upon.  Scorpio's make wonderful dramatic actors, surgeons, and
any other career or job that requires a tremendous amount of focus and
emotional energy.  It has been said that it is best to let a Scorpio sew his/her
wild oats before asking them to settle down to one relationship, and in some
instances that is certainly true.  However, when you settle into one relationship,
you tend to be steady, true and devoted to your loved one.  As a parent, you
will also be wholly devoted to your children and may, when the empty nest
syndrome occurs, find it difficult to let your loved ones go.  You will be
attentive, even at a far distance.

       During your leisure years, you will not want to sit around the house and do
nothing.  Sometimes a second career or starting a new business is a good
choice.  Another possibility would be to do volunteer work for groups and
agencies for which you have a passion.  Following your life's passion will help
you make an important inner connection to spirit.  Your desire to solve the
mysteries of life and to understand the after-life, could open new vistas of
thought and change your beliefs, dramatically.  You are the kind of a parent
who tries to make yourself available to your children, even in later years.  In
your leisure years, you are likely to gain a new appreciation for your life partner,
as well.  The sign and house placements of your birth Pluto will help you to
identify your passion and give you a clue about your life's mission.

Sun in Pisces and in 4th house:

        Pisces is often said to be the sum total of all the other zodiacal signs. In
essence, this means that you have the spiritual essence with which to discern



the lessons, challenges and successes of all the signs.  You then become the
spiritual leader, the member of the zodiac who often lives some times in the
realm of earth, sometimes in the realm of spirit, but always to a certain degree
upon the bridge of both worlds.  Your vitality comes from your connection to
the divine that is within you.  You are definitely oriented to home and family as
your most sacred and private comfort zone. In one way or another, you home
can also become a spiritual center, of sorts, if not just for the family, then for
those who come into your home. It is likely that the whole demeanor of your
home environment will be decorated in soft or regal shades with lots of fantasy
and romance.  You probably prefer pastoral scenes, landscapes or romance-
oriented artwork. Your mid to later life will see you staying in and around your
home more than out in the public.  You will not necessarily become reclusive;
rather, you will nourish your soul more by enjoying your sacred place.  Your
biggest lesson will be to blend and balance your inner and outer world.  Your
message to the world will be that forming a foundation for spirituality in the
home allows you to carry your beliefs into the real world and strengthens your
faith.

Sun Square Uranus:

         If you use these energies unwisely, you can become power hungry,
tyrannical and unwavering in your obstinacy, jealousy or obsessions.  With age
and maturity, however, you can mold scattered, unproductive energies into
motivation, strength and courage.

Sun Trine Mars:

         You have probably always taken your responsibilities seriously.  With age,
however, you will become better at prioritizing these commitments, making
more time for finding the joy in living.  You can be dependable, trustworthy and
rarely lack a good sense of humor.

Sun Trine Saturn:

         You are capable of great insight into the human condition, but probably
won't fully understand the consequences thereof, until you've gained some
personal life experience.  Idealism tempered with this understanding, gives
you an edge on achieving your personal goals.

Sun Trine Asc.:



         If you have been careful and prudent in your lifestyle choices, you should
be able to experience vitality, energy and strength in your mid to later years.
 You will probably be a proponent of exercise and good eating habits.

         Others will be drawn to your sunny personality.

Moon in Aries and in 6th house:

        The Moon is the reflection of the soul, in a manner of speaking.  The
Moon is the seat of the emotions and is one of the main reasons the earth
school was created...so that humankind could learn all of the lessons the
emotions have to teach.  The Moon is a barometer, of sorts, and measures
what we have assimilated in spiritualized lunar energies.  It also measures what
our "target" areas are...that is, what areas in life we need to process through via
our feelings and emotional expression.  Any negative behaviors that are based
in the emotions, that we brought with us into this lifetime will be given ample
time and due course, to be processed and elevated into a higher expression.

        Your Aries Moon placed in the sixth house is likely, in later years, to give
you a great interest in new technological advances.  Of special interest may be
how these relate to medicine, dentistry, holistic health practices and the work
force.  You may even find yourself taking classes or learning about some of
these technologies one on one, just to keep yourself current on that, which
relates to your life specifically.  The love of good health and lots of physical
activity will probably carryover into your retirement years.  You will always
encourage your loved ones to exercise and stay fit, as well.  It may be difficult
to even tell if you are "retired", as your activity level will not change by much, if
at all.

Moon Opposition Jupiter:

         Throughout life, you will need to be careful about where you place your
sympathies.  Do not let others tread upon your dreams.  Be careful about, in
whom, you place your trust and confidence.  Family values and your religious
background in early life, are likely to transform into something, new, positive
and gratifying with maturity and age.  Until you reach your mid-life, you may find
it difficult to hold onto financial gain or wealth. This is largely due to impulse or
perhaps, compulsive actions.



Moon Trine MC:

         You have a definite charisma that attracts others to you.  They sense your
warmth and sincerity.  Your desire to nurture others could cause you to go into
politics, medicine, sociology, psychology or teaching.  Family relationships and
special bonds you share with family elders, will provide much positive
stimulation, enjoyment and love.

Moon Trine South Node:

         You have an uncanny ability to meld traditions from the past with trends of
the present.  You have great foresight and others will be impressed with your
perspective on history.  While you may have to watch too much indulgence in
your favorite foods, few will be able to rival your culinary expertise.

Moon Sextile Node T.:

         As you mature in life, you are not likely to stifle yourself by tradition, habit
or old ways of doing things.  You are much more likely to investigate popular
beliefs, new thought and scientific methods.

Mercury in Aries and in 5th house:

        From Mercury, you learn how to communicate with the world around you.
 You discover your mental aptitude and find ways to utilize your abilities in logic
and reasoning. Mercury teaches you about life through some travel, personal
studies and the use of perception.  With Mercury in the fifth house, there will be
a need for you to connect on an intellectual level with your romantic partner.  A
love of sports and recreation will probably cause you to travel quite a bit,
especially for leisure.  An intellectual curiosity about gambling, speculation and
games of chance could lead you to do some risk-taking now and then.

Mercury Opposition Neptune:

         In youth, you will find it difficult to get others to hear your ideas, as you
may come across as a daydreamer or one in need of a reality fix.  While your
mind is active and thirsty for stimulation, your intuitive nature is crying to be
heard.  You may often find yourself on a teeter totter, unsure of which direction
to take.  The key to your success in later life will be in blending your practical
side with your spiritual side.  Learn to take risks, confident in the knowledge



that you have done your research well. Avoid procrastination.  Allow yourself
the right to make mistakes.  In age, you will be less judgmental of yourself and
others.  You will learn to go with the flow.

Venus in Pisces and in 4th house:

        The sign and placement of Venus will give you insight into your feelings
and emotional leaning.  Venus helps you to discover your attitudes about
music, art, culture, theatre and all forms of creativity and beauty.  Venus links
you to love, romance and altruism.  Your home environment is likely to be
dreamy, with pastel colors and material that flows and is soft in texture.  You
enjoy art and paintings, but are very particular about what you choose to put in
your home.  You may like plants and could even have an aquarium in your
bedroom or main living room.  As the years move forward, you will enjoy having
family and loved ones around you.  You will probably enjoy hosting holiday
dinners and other family-oriented events as well.  If you do any traveling during
your retirement years, you will likely find you are most comfortable around large
bodies of water.

Venus Square Node T.:

         Others may see you as a social rebel, of sorts, but you will probably
struggle for recognition and acceptance until you reach a certain maturity level.
 At that point, you will strive to build self-esteem and self-acceptance, first.
 With maturity, comes stability, constancy and dependability in your romantic
life.

Venus Square South Node:

         Your ideas about society, the social graces, religion, sexual morality and
family values are likely to differ greatly from tradition and current societal
standards.  Do not rely on what you were taught as a youngster. You need to
make your own assessments of what is right and wrong.

Venus Quincunx Jupiter:

         Sometimes your eyes want more than your stomach can handle.  This
doesn't just apply to food, but to nearly all areas of your life.  Learn balance,
moderation and appreciation.  Relationships will provide you with many
challenges until mid-life, when you learn to differentiate what is important and



what is not.

Mars in Cancer and in 8th house:

        With Mars placed in the sign Cancer, you can expect a large focus on
home and family.  There may even be an interest in cooking, crafts, real estate
or things related to the home environment.  If you and your spouse have
managed your money and assets well, this will become a time for reflection,
contemplation, recreation and a special time together.  If not, then your
energies are likely to focus on work and creating family security.

Mars Conjunct Saturn:

         You are not afraid to take reasonable risks, especially where finance,
investments and real estate are concerned.  As time moves forward in life, you
will become quite adept at these endeavors.

Mars Trine Asc.:

         You have been given the gift of boundless physical energy.  The key to
your success in life, however, will be in channeling this energy productively and
in staying on task.  In your younger years, you will tend to be impulsive and, at
times, prone to thoughtless spontaneity.  With maturity, you will learn how to
pace yourself.  Learn to stop and smell the roses!

Jupiter in Libra and in 12th house:

        Jupiter's sign and house placements give you hope and optimism in life.
Jupiter shows you the potential for your greatest rewards and benefits, and
gives you a chance to speak your own truth to the world.

        Jupiter in the twelfth house nearly always portends to a soul that has had
many lifetimes on this planet, and who has many messages to give, based on
what the soul has learned.  Included in the gifts, talents and messages you will
bring to this lifetime, you are also likely to be highly intuitive and able to
manifest your needs and visions with little or no effort.  The key, in your mind, is
the proper use and balance of available energy in your auric field.  Life will
teach you how to reserve energy and how to draw it into your body and life.
 Having learned these principles, your mission in life will be that much easier to
fulfill.  Part of that mission may involve teaching by example and teaching in



general.  Libra's influence will make you somewhat of a peacemaker, always
willing to hear the two sides of any story.  Your learned art of diplomacy and
tact will give you many opportunities to be a healer as well.

Jupiter Trine Node T.:

         You definitely have a progressive thinking mind.  You will tend to keep up
on the latest fads, trends and social mores.  You would make a good orator
and may often find yourself in the position of representing others, especially
during your mature years.  Sometimes this aspect foretells of a financial
windfall or large inheritance.   You will always feel as though you have a
guardian angel watching over you.

Jupiter Sextile MC:

         Your career and profession are likely to gain through your natural aptitude
for business and public relations.  As life approaches it's midpoint, you will turn
your attentions more to family and home.

Jupiter Sextile South Node:

         While you are likely to show an intellectual interest in your family
genealogy and history, there are many traditions you probably won't validate for
your own life.  You will develop, purposefully, your own traditions.

Saturn in Cancer and in 9th house:

        Your greatest lessons in life will involve Saturn's sign and house
placements.  Saturn as teacher helps you gather wisdom and practical
knowledge along your chosen path in life.  If you have veered from your
destiny even the slightest, Saturn will quickly get you back on track through a
series of life events.  Your character development will begin to round out by
middle age, setting the stage for an interesting retirement. Travel, self-study or
self-improvement courses and more involvement in the great outdoors are
likely to be on your agenda for retirement.

Uranus in Gemini and in 8th house:

        Uranus is the planet of the higher mind, the super consciousness, and
represents the attunement we can make with the divinity that exists within us all.



 Uranus, it has been said, never takes anything away from us without giving
back something far better.  False beliefs fall.  Truth replaces the falsehood.

        The Gemini Uranus in the eighth house gives you strong powers of
intuition and psychic abilities.  You may even find in your mid to later years that
you have certain healing abilities as well.  The mind is sharp and clear with this
placement and you will probably find your life work involves the use of your
mind more than anything else.  You could also have an affinity for investing,
accounting, banking or work that involves international groups.

Uranus Sextile Pluto:

         You probably show some talent, latent or otherwise, for electronics,
computer technology, science or the occult.  Be discriminating in your
relationships and choices throughout this life.

Uranus Quincunx Asc.:

         You probably feel, now and them, as though everybody else is always just
a little ahead of you in the game of life.  Your self-confidence needs bolstering
much of the time and others will find that you are often intimidated by the things
that you fear.  The first step toward identifying the source of your fear, is to
study subjects like psychology, sociology and metaphysics.  Take up
meditation or creative visualization.

Neptune in Libra and in 11th house:

        Neptune governs your basic beliefs on a spiritual level. Your inner world,
subconscious expressions, psychic intuition and creative visualizations all
come under rulership of Neptune.  Your role in the upliftment of the planet is
divulged in the lessons Neptune instills.  Neptune keeps your secrets and
reveals your fears.  Neptune helps you uncover your hidden beliefs; especially
those that hold you back spiritually, and keep you from living a fulfilling and joy-
filled life.  Neptune in this position and sign help you to organize your beliefs
about faith and manifestation.  Your hopes, wishes and dreams are often put
on the line, forcing you to keep an established contact with the source of all
things.  Neptune teaches you through your friends, colleagues and contacts
with those in authority, to open your expectations to the real possibilities out
there.  You learn to expand your horizons by increasing your expectations of
life and connecting with your own inner creative magic.  Messages are given



and received through your closest friendships, which become more important
from your middle to later years.

Neptune Sextile Pluto:

         Advancement will be forward moving, but slow, if you choose a
materialistic approach to life and living.  If you grasp, early in life, the spiritual
significance of life, you will progress faster.

Pluto in Leo and in 9th house:

        The sign in which Pluto is placed is a generational influence.  The house
placement tells how it will affect you.  Pluto in Leo alters the perception of love,
romance and children.  Leadership skills often arise in whatever house Pluto
appears.  You are a natural born teacher, advisor, counselor and student.  You
have varied interests and could easily build a business or new career in the
second half of life.  Travel abroad is very likely.

Pluto Square Asc.:

         It won't be hard for you to enter into power struggles with others.  You
have a competitive nature, but you don't always pick and choose your battles
wisely.  Learn discretion, compromise and tolerance.  With experience and
age, you will be forced into situations wherein you will have to cooperate with
others.

Jupiter is Retrograde:

         Jupiter represents expansion, the true quality of expression, and
authoritative judgment.  Jupiter allows you to see beyond what is deemed
"real" in our earthly existence.  It is a visionary planet that let's the human soul
branch out far beyond it's limited scope.  This is a planet of hope, faith and
inspiration.  Jupiter envelopes cosmic law, universal principles and spiritual
destiny.  It gives flight to the soul and then reconnects it to the body, so that
practical applications can be made in the present lifetime.  The key to Jupiter's
influence over your life as you begin to mature, is that you are better able to
apply Jupiter's learned knowledge to your affairs in a way that sets you free
and expands your awareness of what is possible for you to attain at any given
moment.  A retrograde Jupiter tells of a soul who was either held back and
fairly limited in his past life, or who held others back, disallowing for their growth



and evolvement.  In this life, a retrograde Jupiter makes you work for what you
want.  You still have the qualities of belief, foresight and faith, but nothing will
be handed to you on a silver platter.  If you were born into riches and
prosperity, you will be forced to learn the lessons of value and integrity.  If you
don't, you could lose everything and have to start over, perhaps more than
once.  Jupiter's influence is often attached to the word "Karma" and will show
us what it is that we must grow beyond, where we must expand our
consciousness.  Jupiter retrograde teaches us the value of utilizing our talents
and abilities to their fullest.  We learn to survive, to overcome and to give
unselfishly, when called upon to be of service to humanity.  We learn to give to
ourselves as well.

Saturn is Retrograde:

         A retrograde Saturn represents things in your life that have been
neglected, denied or postponed.  Often, these latter point to past lives, but too,
they can apply to your childhood and early adulthood.  As you grow older and
more mature, you begin to get a different perspective on your duties and
responsibilities.  Many with Saturn retrograde are the proverbial "workaholics"
and will need to incorporate some quiet time and time for recreation and
relaxation into their lives.  Sometimes, this configuration foretells of a child or
teen who is neglected by his or her parents, or guardian.  As a child, you may
have only "felt" neglected, which somehow stifled your emotions or made it
difficult for you to express yourself on an emotional level.  Later in life.  If not
checked and set on the right track, you could find it difficult to be emotionally
honest in your most important relationships.  In order not to become
crystallized in your thinking or habits, you will need to be open minded in life.
 You will need to investigate, research and try out new avenues of expression
and philosophic thought.  Oddly, Saturn retrograde individuals have the
potential to be great teachers, because they have experienced so much of life
at it's many and diverse levels.  While you may not actually enter the teaching
profession per se, notice how often you are thrown into situations as advisor,
counselor or teacher to others, throughout your life.  Shoulder your
responsibilities in your mature years, and you will find that your rewards and
gratification will reach beyond expectation.  Neglect your duties and the
opposite will be true.  Do not avoid your feelings.  Examine and analyze them.
 Become comfortable with your emotions and you will find less limitations
where your relationships and experiences are concerned.

Neptune is Retrograde:



         Neptune is a reflection of the spiritual side of your nature.  It tells us about
your spiritual development up to this lifetime, and hints at the direction you are
likely to go at this life's close.  It bespeaks your generational Karma with others
born during your time period and helps to show the developmental direction
being taken by this planetary evolution cycle.  Neptune shows us how you
express yourself on a subconscious level through your dreams, intuition and
psychic flashes.  Neptune can be, like Jupiter, quite inspirational, but the
guidance comes from within the depths of your own higher self.  With a
retrograde Neptune, you are probably more sensitive to your environment,
stress and outside pressures than those with a direct Neptune.  You more
easily "pick up" on the subtle outworking of energy and vibration taking place all
around you.  With Neptune retrograde, it is possible that in a past life you had
to deal with the results of alcoholism, drug addiction or any of the other shadier
sides of human existence.  Take care in this lifetime, lest there be any
residuals.  Some people with Neptune retrograde are sensitive to medications,
alcohol and smoking in this life.  This can actually be, however, a blessing in
disguise.  In the early part of life, especially, you will also want to avoid
negative psychicism.  Keep a realistic perspective on your dreams, hopes,
wishes and goals.  Don't become so spiritual that you are of no earthly good.
 Seek balance in all areas of your life.  If you can be practical in all of your daily
affairs, if you can avoid obsessive or possessive behaviors, if you can stay
grounded to the reality of existence and if you can utilize your intuitive
perceptions, then you will do well by this Neptune placement.

Pluto is Retrograde:

         Pluto's role as official caretaker of group and individual Karma, is often
expressed on the more subtler levels of human and earthly experience.  It
takes time for Pluto to make it's influence felt, but it's influence is always an
effort to initiate a needed change or transformation.  The key to Pluto's
retrogradation is transformation.  Once you have accepted the inevitable, you
are likely to find that you wish you'd given way to the change much sooner.
 Pluto vibrates to a higher octave and is considered, by many, to be the higher
expression of Mars.  Pluto, in days gone by, was sometimes referred to as the
"Destroyer".  In reality, however, Pluto tears down what is old, outmoded,
outdated or worn out, and replaces in it's stead, something new, unique,
serviceable and better than before.  Remember that Karma does not always
imply negativity.  Rather, it implies that any good you have earned, will also be
awarded.  With a retrograde Pluto, you can expect that anything held in



abeyance in your past life or early childhood in this life, will be released to you
in full measure as you enter your mature years.  Pluto forces the soul to grow
up and to accept responsibility for it's actions.  Pluto holds the individual and
groups of individuals, accountable for their every deed.  Pluto admires and
reveres the art and act of self-discipline.  It demands loyalty and it rewards
hard work.  Pluto retrograde, will give you the opportunity to right the wrongs of
your past, in this life or from other lives, and it allows you to build a firm
foundation for both the present and the future.  With age and maturity, come
attainment, achievement and lasting rewards.  Don't take any shortcuts.

         Take time for regeneration.  Develop inner joy and an excitement about
what you will accomplish in this life.  Move forward.


